
UTOPIC PARTNER
PROGRAM

SELLING WITH AND THROUGH OUR CHANNEL:
                                        Partnerships are an essential part of the Utopic DNA--it is one 

                                        thing to say we are a channel-based organization providing a 

                                        differentiated and innovative technology to enable greater 

                                        revenue streams, and quite another to deliver on the necessary 

knowledge, education, collaboration and support to ensure continued success. 

Utopic helps you create a knowledgeable sales force and an highly-skilled support 

team that understand the game-changing nature of the Persystent Suite™ solution. 

But, our partners are just that; partners--not an extension of a sales force; but teams 

with which we closely work to drive continuous value for clients.  We offer a 

hands-on, collaborative relationship to build loyalty, provide confidence and 

achieve mutually beneficial success.

Through Utopic, and our flagship offering Persystent Suite™, we provide a road map 

on how to help your clients and prospects navigate through the difficult and costly 

aspects of workspace and digital transformation. We provide a unique and innovative 

to improve support desk through automated PC self healing and to maintain 

compliance through a controlled and automatically configured ideal state.

Our Partner Program offers a competitive and straightforward rewards/commission 

structure.  All partners receive a base discount and we make it easy for you to generate 

additional revenue by rewarding you each time you close new sales opportunities.

WHAT YOU GET

    •  A highly innovative, next-gen solution:

    •  Generate new revenue streams 

    •  Deal Registration 

    •  Go-to-market support: 

    •  Access to latest software: 

    •  Certified Engineer Training: 

    •  Additional tangential services and expertise 

Your success is our mission

(813) 444-2231
sales@utopicsoftware.com

www.utopicsoftware.com

  

   

Utopic Software offers technology and guidance 

toward becoming a trusted advisor for your 

customers and prospects:

    •  We train your team. 

    •  We work side-by-side with your sales team 

        and IT engineers

    •  We provide marketing tools with your brand.

    •  We invite you to joint sales demos and Proof of 

        Concept kick-off events (or make a solution 

        expert available for your meetings)

    •  We offer pre-sales consulting to help frame the 

        best solution for your client's specific need.

    •  We develop new opportunities to pass along

    •  We offer exclusive access to sales, marketing 

        and support resources

    •  We made Deal Registration easy and 

        non-intrusive

    •  We offer technical and other complementary 

        services OR provide the tools and training to 

        enable greater self-sufficiency

CONTACT US TO SCHEDULE A DEMO

  

Why partner with Utopic?
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WHAT YOU GET

A highly innovative, next-gen solution: Persystent Suite is an agent of automated workspace transformation. 
It's a dynamic and disruptive multi-function offering which dramatically improves the compute availability/
end-user productivity and  system life cycles of PCs. It does the work of several different solutions; does it faster, 
more accurately, without over-complexity, and in alignment with current IT best practices.

Generate new revenue streams: There is nothing quite like Persystent on the market. Our solution promotes 
differentiation from your competitors and complements many of your other current offerings and services. Its 
unique feature set and automated capabilities, combined with our collaborative approach with your team, 
drives more value for your clients, creates greater wallet share, and enhances your status as a trusted advisor.

Deal Registration: This allows for clear business rules with regard to your clients and prospects. We offer various 
levels of exclusivity and secures any closed or active pipeline deal as yours.  Registration simply allows us to clear, 
resolve or mediate any channel conflict. And, it provides Utopic the necessary visibility to assist in your process. 
Our sales, marketing and tech team are happy to support your opportunity and be as involved as you require. We 
also provide progressive discounts on registered deals based on your pipeline volume.

Go-to-market support:  In order to ensure partner success, we take steps to understand our partners’ business 
and try to incorporate value into your preferred mode of sales and support-- to that end we provide:
   •  Ongoing sales training
   •  Technical pre-and post-sales trainings
   •  Pre-sales technical consulting
   • Access to our sales library and technical knowledge base
   •  Marketing support: templates, sales tools (ie ROI calculator), branded collateral
   •  Collaborative demo and/or follow up presentations
   •  Exclusive partner packages 

Access to latest software: Partners are provided releases of new updates, upgrades or versions of Persystent before 
they are commercially available. Utopic will also install or provide a current version of the Persystent solution on a 
dedicated device for the purposes of online, collaborative demonstrations.

Certified Engineer Training: We provide your technical team the know-how to manage installation, maintenance 
and support process. Our partner certification program includes:
   •  Installation best practices (server, child server, device agent configuration)
   •  Hardware Independent Imaging
   •  Repair (self-healing)
   •  Disaster Recovery
   •  Secure Hard Drive Wipe
   •  OS Migration
   •  Software Deployment
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PARTNER REQUIREMENTS:

Revenue/Activity: 
Although Utopic requires no annual revenue commitments to maintain partnership in good standing, we do ask 
each partner to be active in introducing and selling the solution.  Partners are required to complete at least one sale 
within the first 90 days of partnership. During the first calendar year of partnership, we would expect approximately 
15-20 transactions.

Certification: 
The sale and support of complex business applications require a solid skill set that ensures the best solution for 
your customer's needs. Utopic offers structured certification training to help you to meet these requirements.

LEAD REGISTRATION GUIDELINES:

     Utopic asks its partners to share some basic details with regard to clients or prospects which 
     include Persystent as part of their solution delivery package. We realize this creates an extra step 
     in your process, but all we need to know is the Lead's Company Name, contact information, scope 
     of the opportunity, place in your current sales cycle and an estimated close date. We provide an 
   easy 1-click means to submit your leads. Utopic will not ever sell directly; nor engage without 
   your knowledge to any company registered to your organization.

             •  Existing Clients are granted exclusivity for as long as you remain a partner in good standing. 

             •  New Prospects can be registered and maintained for 6 months. In some cases other partners may 
              be selling into other regions or subsidiaries of the same company. As long as the pipeline opportunity 
              remains active, your company will retain the exclusivity rights to the organization's region or subsidiary.

             •  Utopic will "approve" and validate any new lead registered using the partner portal. In some case Utopic 
              will need to arbitrate direct conflicts with other partner entities.

             •  New leads that come directly to Utopic from our own marketing will be distributed based on a variety of 
              factors including partner level/standing, regional proximity, opportunity scope, and vertical or technical 
              specialty. 
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PRE-SALES ASSISTANCE/TECHNICAL CONSULTING:

         We invest in your success by making our solution experts available for consultation. 
   This includes discussing or planning various technical requirements or custom scenarios. 
   When required, we are happy to help more directly with regard to hands-on process design, 
   configuration testing or a complete PC Refresh/Migration program. The goal is to help you 
   meet the specific needs for your customers and prospects.

   This  speeds and simplifies the presales process by giving partners access to the information 
needed to deliver the right solutions for each customer's unique requirements. This also includes availability to 
work with the partner sales team to design a demo or presentation for a specific prospect and provide necessary 
guidance.

We can also work closely with your team and your prospect to create the initial needs assessment that defines 
the technical requirements as it relates to the client's environments and systems. This will allow you to build a 
competitive bid or complex RFPs. In some cases, we can provide the sales quote that you can add to your solution
and services proposal.

To be eligible for technical presales assistance or need  partner advisory hours, a lead must be registered 
and approved.

TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION:

               Utopic  is committed to helping our partners acquire a solid working knowledge of 
               Persystent Suite.  Our team has put together a Certified Partner Training Program to present 
               a comprehensive and focused sales and technical understanding of the solution and provide 
               resources to help solve your customers' most critical workspace transformation and compute 
                                          availability issues.  

Our individualized, collaborative training program allows partners to hit the ground running and  master several 
of Persystent Suite's most mission critical features and capabilities. This includes 

             •  Installation best practices (server, child server, device agent configuration)

             •  Hardware Independent Imaging (zero-touch)

             •  Repair (self-healing)

             •  Disaster Recovery

             •  OS Migration / Upgrade or Update

             •  Software Deployment
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TRAINING AND CERTIFICATION: (continued)

Partners are given access to a variety of tools and resources from our technical knowledge base to reinforce 
training and provide more extensive documentation. Partners are also offered a direct line to development and 
technical sales engineers to respond to additional questions and issues encountered after training completes.

We believe the core to partner success is training. Once a organization is accepted as a partner, Utopic's channel 
manager will arrange a convenient time for the 6-hour training session. The first 90 minutes is dedicated to 
reviewing sales and related processes: strategies, positioning, benefits, demos, marketing and other key features. 
The remainder of the training involves a "deep dive" into the technical aspects and requirements of installing, 
configuring and managing the solution. It includes several real world scenarios.

CUSTOM ASSISTANCE AND DEVELOPMENT: 

   Sometimes clients have requirements that involve more than a simple tweak. It requires a 
   measured redesign or they might ask for service that falls outside your immediate core 
   competency. As you partner, Utopic can address certain custom integration, process or 
   workflow automation design/deployment, infrastructure migration, facilitating workspace 
   transformation initiative and other services that eclipse the typical scope of Persystent Suite.
Any custom development will be negotiated on a case by case basis.

Our professional expertise extends across several disciplines, solutions and experience. We can help with just 
about any challenge. 

             •  Infrastructure automation frameworks

             •  Configuration and change management

             •  Operational optimization

             •  Modifications to 3rd party integration

             •  Cloud management

             •  Security and compliance

             •  Network automation

             •  Automate processes and optimize solutions for maximum benefits.

Utopic also offers tangential services and expertise should it be required or requested. This includes (at an 
additional negotiated fee):

             •  PC Refresh Service 

             •  PC Image Process Optimization 

             •  PC Deployment and Software Delivery Process

             •  OS Migration/ Win 10 Upgrade
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